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Abstract: Automatic wheelchairs have evolved in terms of instrumentation and control, solving the
mobility problems of people with physical disabilities. With this work it is intended to establish the
background of the instrumentation and control methods of automatic wheelchairs and prototypes,
as well as a classification in each category. To this end a search of specialised databases was carried
out for articles published between 2012 and 2019. Out of these, 97 documents were selected based
on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The following categories were proposed for these articles:
(a) wheelchair instrumentation and control methods, among which there are systems that implement
micro-electromechanical sensors (MEMS), surface electromyography (sEMG), electrooculography
(EOG), electroencephalography (EEG), and voice recognition systems; (b) wheelchair instrumentation,
among which are found obstacle detection systems, artificial vision (image and video), as well
as navigation systems (GPS and GSM). The results found in this review tend towards the use of
EEG signals, head movements, voice commands, and algorithms to avoid obstacles. The most
used techniques involve the use of a classic control and thresholding to move the wheelchair.
In addition, the discussion was mainly based on the characteristics of the user and the types of control.
To conclude, the articles exhibited the existing limitations and possible solutions in their designs,
as well as informing the physically disabled community about the technological developments in
this field.
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1. Introduction

Technical aids allow the improvement of mobility in people with physical disabilities that affect
their functional performance. In addition, it has to be considered how healthy or positive a person’s
environment is and, thus, how their quality of life can be improved [1]. For this reason, a person
is recognised within a sociocultural environment which is different from that of those who do not
suffer from neuromusculoskeletal deficiencies and those related with mobility or others [2]. However,
recent data show that there is still a field to explore and great concern regarding the numbers related
with disability. For example, according to the World Health Organization (WHO), “Around 10% of the
world population suffer from physical disabilities”, that is, about 650 million people [3]. From this
percentage of the population who live with disabilities, 10% require the use of a wheelchair, but only a
small number have access to them, and very few have access to the appropriate type of wheelchair [4].
Moreover, the “World Report on Disability” shows that 15% of the global population have some kind
of disability, a number that is on the rise [3].
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The people who have larger incomes have better access to manual or automatic wheelchairs than
people with small incomes, including people over 65 years of age. On the other hand, there is evidence
that disabled people often have limited living situations which can lead to them acquiring habits that
damage their health [5]. In Colombia, according to the National Administrative Department of Statistics
(DANE, by its acronym in Spanish) and the Ministry of Health and Social Protection (2012–2018),
2.9% of the total population have a disability of some kind, which represents 1,448,889 people. Out
of this number, 34% of them exhibit a disability in the movement of the body, hands, arms or legs,
representing a total of 496,522 people [5]. These figures call for a detailed study to be carried out
regarding mobility and a solution to this problem.

A limitation in mobility significantly influences the lives of people as they cannot carry out their
daily activities normally and require technical aids to improve their quality of life. In a report by
the “Sala Situacional de Personas con Discapacidad en Colombia” (a registry of disabled persons in
Colombia) of the Ministry of Health of Colombia [5], it is mentioned that there are 341,465 people that
require assistance with mobility, representing 24% of the population with a disability in their upper or
lower limbs. These figures lead to the conclusion that a wheelchair would be a solution to this problem,
helping people with mobility issues in their upper or lower limbs, or both. Using one can significantly
improve their quality of life.

On the other hand, the elements that make up a wheelchair depend on its type, be it manual or
automatic. Nevertheless, manual wheelchairs require the strength of the user, which is why they are
not recommended. A wheelchair should accommodate to the person so that they don’t have to use
their energy to adapt to it.

Those people who have a physical disability in their upper limbs require the assistance of another
person to move. For this reason, automatic wheelchairs have been designed which allow the user to
move around without a companion. These wheelchairs include a pair of motors for movement, as well
as batteries to run the motors and a control system which varies depending on the needs of the person.
If it is a commercial wheelchair, it often uses a joystick for movement.

The control characteristics of wheelchairs is based on the current state of research and its
implementation. Thus, the authors propose the following question, with the purpose of carrying out an
adequate search of the scientific articles to review: Are the control systems that have been developed
between 2012 and 2019 adequate for people with disabilities in their upper or lower limbs, or in both?

The control systems analysed in this document are divided into two types; those in which
the sensors are located on the person (non-invasive) and those with the sensors on the wheelchair,
depending on the needs of the user. On the other hand, the cost varies depending on the type of
control system that is used. The objective of this investigation was to describe the state of the art in
the period between 2012 and 2019, evaluating the different control systems for wheelchair movement.
This analysis provides an understanding of the new parameters which will be implemented in future
research in this field.

2. Methods

This state of the art was divided into four fundamental parts, which were: (1) a search of specialised
databases in order to obtain information about the different types of controls of automatic wheelchairs
which have been implemented between 2012 and 2019; (2) article inclusion/exclusion process; (3) data
collection and information quality; (4) analysis and presentation of results of the articles reviewed.

2.1. Search of Specialised Databases

The databases that were used were IEEE Xplore, Research Gate, Springer, and Science Direct.
The general terms included in the searches were: ALL (control AND wheelchair), obtaining 4688
results. Then, the search was refined with the equation: ALL ((control AND wheelchair AND (automatic
OR intelligent))), obtaining articles that focused on the automatic control of wheelchairs using different
techniques. Subsequently, a precise search was carried out focused on different categories in which
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specific terms such as the following were added (bci OR mems OR eog OR eeg OR emg OR hmi OR
laser OR (‘voice recognition’)), delivering a total of 150 documents. The search equations were based
on key terms, depending on the type of sensors to be implemented and the type of control developed
in each application.

2.2. Selection and Inclusion Criteria

The selected articles were included based on the following criteria: (a) publication date: April
2012 to November 2019, (b) approach based on the control of automatic wheelchairs and on the
instrumentation used on the chair or the user. In this study, 45 articles related with the physical design
of the wheelchair were excluded as they solely focus on the electronic control of the wheelchairs.

Using the previously mentioned inclusion and exclusion criteria, 150 articles and two
theses—undergraduate and postgraduate—were found, of which 94 articles, two theses, and one book
were included in this study for their respective analysis. The main reason for the exclusion of the
remaining 53 articles was that, after reading the whole document, it was not possible to determine the
type of control or the instrumentation implemented for the wheelchair to be automatic.

The articles were selected considering as inclusion criteria the main characteristic of the design and
implementation of the electronic controller, whether it was using sEMG, EEG, EOG, or a human-machine
interface (HMI) or brain-computer interface (BCI), apart from sensors on the wheelchair, in order to
evaluate the environment and make decisions, without taking into consideration the mechanical cost
of the wheelchair. Works which only described simulations of the controller designed were excluded.

The 97 documents included in the study mentioned a detailed instrumentation of wheelchairs for
their automatization, in addition to the design of basic and complex controllers, and the implementation
of the controller on the wheelchair or the prototype. In total, 28 articles described the design of a
controller, but it was not physically implemented; 12 articles are about the design of a controller
implemented in a real wheelchair prototype, and 56 articles address the design and implementation
of a controller in a finished wheelchair. Consequently, reading the articles selected provides
information about the different control techniques and types of instrumentation in this area. Therefore,
a division into two categories was made: sensor technology non-invasively placed on the user and
wheelchair instrumentation.

2.3. Data Collection and Information Quality

The procedure to organise and classify the information was conducted starting from the results
obtained with the search equations mentioned previously. Said information was extracted taking
into account a limit of the article publications starting from 2012 up to 2019. Also, a compilation
of 97 documents was carried out, which mentioned the control used on a prototype or wheelchair.
Starting from the classification, the articles were read considering the abstract, as well as the results
obtained and the conclusions. A synthesis of each one of them was made and it was determined if they
applied to the present research. Finally, a classification was made based on what was more frequently
found in the articles, dividing the information into the sensor part of the wheelchair, that is, which is
not part of the chair itself, and the other division is the wheelchair’s instrumentation, which is not
attached to the user, in contrast to the previous section which can be implemented non-invasively.

2.4. Synthesis, Analysis, and Result Presentation

In the results section, three fundamental divisions are presented:

• Participants in the characterization of controlled systems
• Instrumentation non-invasively placed on the user
• Instrumentation incorporated in the wheelchair

The first division covers the number of participants who corroborate the instrumented and
controlled system of the completed wheelchair, prototype or robot.
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The second division instrumentation non-invasively placed on the user with four sub-divisions:
brain-computer interface, systems which implement MEMS, the third is surface electromyography,
and electro-oculography, and lastly, other types of instrumentation.

Finally, the third division deals with instrumentation incorporated in the wheelchair, with the
following sub-divisions: the first is obstacle detection; the second is artificial vision and finally,
wheelchair navigation. Said topics are developed making special emphasis in the types of controls
implemented in the wheelchair.

3. Results

The results analysed in the state of the art are related with the user through a graphic interface,
sensor signals; study of the immediate environment, and safety with regard to collisions or falls when
using the wheelchair. Touch screens, the use of graphic interfaces, applications, micro-controlled
systems, among others, allow the user to move by only interacting with a human-machine interface or
by generating a body signal which indicates the action the user wants to perform. The flow diagram
which presents the information about the different phases of the state of the art are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. State-of-the-art phases of the control systems of automatic wheelchairs according to the
PRISMA format.

Before mentioning in detail each type of instrumentation and controller, the following Table 1
shows the input methods of the controllers in the articles reviewed.
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Table 1. Input methods of the controllers in the articles reviewed.

Method References

Brain-computer interface (BCI) [6–26]
Artificial vision [6,11,14,27–36]

Voice commands [37–46]
Touch [47–51]

Hand movement [52–56]
Head movement [27,28,37,57–65]

EOG [29–31,66,67]
sEMG [68–73]

Avoid obstacles [32,33,74–77]
Laser [25,33,63,78–81]

Manual control/joystick [21,47,49,62,79,82–86]

Also, in Table 2, the control strategies used in the articles reviewed are mentioned in a
general fashion.

Table 2. Control strategies.

Control Strategy References

Algorithm to avoid obstacles [6,10,11,14,16,18,20,23,32,33,36,38,40,42–44,50,58–60,64,67,71,74–77,81,87,88]
Adaptive control [6,18,52,53,82]

Motor Imagery and P300 potential [7,8,10,15]
Emotion Fractal Analysis Method (EFAM) [9]

Neural networks [11,25,27,30,59,61,72,84]
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [12]

Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13]
Position control [14,31,34,36,47–49,66,68,73,79]

Steady State Visually Evoked Potential (SSVEP) [16,17,25]
Multi-Modal Control [19]
eSenseTM algorithm [21]

Classification method using spatial-frequency feature
of steady- state somatosensory evoked

potentials (SSSEPs)
[22]

Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [23]
Adaboost Algorithm/Image Processing [23,27,29,33–35,44,50,78,89]

Bayes method [52]
Orientation control/Thresholding [21,25,37,53,54,56,59,60,62,64,68]

PID/PI/PD Controller [54,55,67,80,90–92]
Hilbert Algorithm [56]

Velocity control [32,34,69–71,74,82,83]
Voice control [38–43,46,88]

Fuzzy logic control [45,64,76,86,90,93]
Kalman Filter [64,77]

Navigation control [94]
Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm [94,95]

Tracking control [6,85,96]

3.1. Participation in the Characterization of Controlled Systems

Data was collected to find out the number of participants who were involved in the development of
controllers in both divisions. This information is useful, given that in the development of an electronic
controller the characteristics it should meet are evaluated. Therefore, the authors of the articles
reviewed mention the need for the characterization of controllers with regard to specific participants.

From the 98 articles reviewed, those controllers which were tested in completed wheelchairs
required 254 participants for their collective development and testing. Table 3 presents the number of
participants for each classification division of the electronic controllers.
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Table 3. Number of participants per category.

Instrumentation Non-Invasively Placed on the User

Sub-category Participants

Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) 150
Systems which implement micro- electromechanical sensors (MEMS) 13
Surface Electromyography (sEMG) and Electro-oculography (EOG) 16

Other types of instrumentation 25
Total 204

Instrumentation Incorporated in the Wheelchair
Sub-category Participants

Obstacle detection 5
Artificial vision 3

Wheelchair navigation 42
Total 50

Most of the articles that tested the controllers with the help of participants indicate that the
controller developed worked successfully. However, controllers that involve the use of BCI indicated
that the concentration of the patient was required, as mentioned in Ng et al. [16] and Carrillo et al. [17].
Furthermore, the signals obtained through sEMG and EOG require specific characteristics of the
participants. Regarding the navigation of the wheelchair, the authors mention that the versatility of the
wheelchair is important, as well as avoiding the inconvenience of making a design for specific patients.

On the other hand, the authors stand out because they are mainly Asian, given the boom in this
continent with respect to automation and process control, in this case, in the health area. Nonetheless,
a study was conducted in Uganda, proving that technical aids to mobility offer more possibilities in
work and education contexts [3]. Below, the description of the literature selected for this information
analysis is presented. The following section refers to sensors incorporated non-invasively on the
wheelchair user and the types of controllers developed.

3.2. Instrumentation Non-Invasively Placed on the User

The control systems mentioned in this section are based on sensors which are placed on the user
in a non-invasive manner, and which are closely related in that they implement a human-machine
interface (HMI). Within the interfaces, specific systems are connected, which take body signals and
turn them into control signals for the operation of the wheelchair, as electrical impulses. For example,
the following are used: electroencephalography, micro-electromechanical sensors in order to capture
head and hand movements, electrical impulses generated by muscular movement, eye movement or
electro-oculography and, finally, other types of instrumentation.

3.2.1. Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)

A BCI is an interaction between the brain of the user and a computer or microcontroller system,
which executes control actions over the wheelchair. For this reason, the use of electrical impulses
is indispensable in this field, making EEG the correct method of using BCI. From the review in this
area, 20 articles are found that use EEG, in the knowledge that these systems require additional
instrumentation for their functioning, such as the systems of communication and instrumentation
needed for the distance sensors for the safety of the wheelchair. Also, two articles involved the use of
EOG and EEG, which are two forms of wheelchair control. Consequently, 12 articles implement EEG
and systems of communication, navigation, obstacle detection, functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), and MEMS as a way of controlling wheelchairs. Table 4 indicates the instrumentation and
control strategies implemented in each article that uses BCI.
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Table 4. Instrumentation and control strategies for BCI systems.

Instrumentation Control Strategy References

EEG headset, camera. Finite state machine, wall tracking algorithm and
obstacle avoidance. Adaptive control. [6]

EEG headset (patterns) Pattern extraction and signal classification. [7]
EEG headset, Arduino, module Bluetooth HC-05. Signal treatment through spectrum analysis. [8]

EEG headset, computer. Emotion Fractal Analysis Method (EFAM). [9]
Smartphone, EEG headset, IR camera,

and microcontroller.
The processing of EEG signals is carried out in a

mobile phone and the IR camera detects obstacles. [10]

EEG headset, Arduino, Raspberry Pi, camera,
ultrasonic and LiDAR sensors, GPS module.

Signal processing and classification through
convolusional neuronal networks (CNN). [11]

EEG headset, computer, network module, motor
control module.

Signal processing of through visual stimuli using
linear discriminant analysis (LDA). [12]

EEG headset, driver and motors. Processing through Wavelet and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) as classification method. [13]

EEG headset, Bluetooth module, camera, computer,
and wheelchair prototype. Position control. [14]

EEG headset, GPS module, computer, DC driver
and motors.

Control through the processing of EEG signals and
automated guided mode in LabVIEWTM. [15]

EEG headset, laser and ultrasonic sensors,
computer. Steady State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP). [16]

EEG headset, ultrasonic sensors, IMU, Arduino,
LabVIEWTM. Signal processing through SSVEP and gyroscope. [17]

EEG headset, IMU, computer, wheelchair. Controller elaborated with three operating modes,
through EEG, IMU, and cognitive mode. [18]

EEG headset, computer, HMI. Adaptive algorithm with temporal
oscillatory response. [19]

EEG headset, sensors photoelectric sensors,
Bluetooth module, computer.

Multi-modal control with extraction and pattern
recognition. [20]

EEG headset, computer, joystick. Brain signals manipulate the joystick through
eSenseTM algorithm. [21]

EEG headset, microcontroller, computer, driver,
and motors.

Classification method using spatial-frequency feature
of steady- state somatosensory evoked potentials

(SSSEPs). Filter and use of Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT).

[22]

EEG headset, EMG, Raspicam, Raspberry, Arduino. Use of adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) method and Adaboost algorithm. [23]

EEG headset, computer, wheelchair. Thought signals are processed and make the
wheelchair work. [24]

EEG headset, sEMG and EOG signals, virtual
platform.

HMI permits wheelchair use simulatation using
augmented reality (AR). [25]

Ultrasonic sensors, computer. Lyapunov method and adaptive control. [26]

Going deeper into these implemented control systems, in Widyotriatmo et al. [6] a robotic system
is developed that uses EEG signals to control the motors. It also incorporates two additional systems
to follow walls and avoid obstacles. It is a hybrid system that has a camera as a localization system,
but the main control lies in the interface between the EEG signals and the wheelchair. A dual system is
implemented by Long et al. [7] in which EEG signals are captured and it takes images in response
to the eye blinking, in order to control the direction and speed of the wheelchair. The steering of the
wheelchair is carried out through a graphic user interface (GUI). The control systems acquire motor
imagery signals and pattern extraction. A BCI is presented by Dabosmita et al. [8] that extracts brain
signals in order to recognize the intention of the user regarding the movement of the wheelchair.
It includes a GUI made in LabVIEWTM. It uses Arduino and a Bluetooth module for the functioning of
the wheelchair prototype. The EEG signals are filtered and processed through a graphic interface to be
later sent as control signals to the prototype. A control system is presented by Kobayashi et al. [9]
which describes a method of fractal emotion analysis for the movement of the wheelchair, with the use
of specific emotions, such as anger, sadness and pleasure. With these emotions as input signals to the
controller, the respective movements are made by the wheelchair.

These controllers do not involve the use of other types of sensors in the wheelchairs instrumentation
or a robotic arm for their movement. Jayabhavani et al. [10], develop an interface that captures EEG
signals received by mobile phone and executes the actions of control, sending the signals wirelessly.
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A camera that detects obstacles is located on the wheelchair as well as a wi-fi module to receive the
control actions. A characteristic of this type of controller is that it is run in a mobile phone. A system
is implemented by Zgallai et al. [11] that uses EEG and EOG for wheelchair movement. The EEG
system has 16 channels for receiving signals and ultrasonic sensors to detect obstacles; it also has
a GPS module to locate the wheelchair. The signals are processed by a neural network in order to
characterize them and a microcontroller receives this characterization as input for the execution of
the controller to drive the wheelchair. This system is a hybrid since it has a BCI and a navigation
system with the GPS module for the spatial location of the wheelchair. A prototype is developed
by Kim et al. [12], based on EEG which uses five classes of motor imagery for the movement of the
wheelchair in 5 directions. Processing is carried out by Simulink and MATLAB® scripts. The system
requires a network module for communication between the wheelchair and the BCI. This is a BCI
system which does not involve another type of sensor for control. An interface is developed by Reshmi
y Amal [13] for controlling a prototype wheelchair through the use of five classes of motor imagery.
The classification of the signals was done by implementing neural networks made in MATLAB®.
Concentration is required for the use of this type of control since inattention can execute erroneous
control actions. The system was developed by testing it on 50 people to distinguish behaviors and
to fulfill the control objective. A BCI interface is developed by Jang et al. [14] to drive a wheelchair
prototype that must fulfill specific tasks. The user cannot make any body movements; therefore,
the prototype is a kind of technical aid. The prototype is equipped with a 2D gyroscope and a camera.
It is controlled by the person blinking their eyes and signals are acquired via EEG. This type of system
does not require other instrumentation as the prototype meets the desired characteristics. An automatic
wheelchair is designed by Huang et al. [15] which is operated through EEG, as well as using a GPS
module to establish routes and reach its destination. The routes are visualised using the LabVIEWTM

interface and it includes sensors for obstacle detection. The user can change the orientation of the
wheelchair via EEG. When the wheelchair is being operated in real time, in which the user imagines a
direction of movement, such as right or left, upon recognising these signals, which it was taught to do
previously, the wheelchair is directed in that direction.

In Ng et al. [16] a BCI is implemented through steady state visually evoked potentials (SSVEP),
which are signals that respond to visual stimuli at determined frequencies. It has an interface in order
to determine the place at which the user wants to arrive. It is a hybrid system, given that it involves
a BCI and an obstacle detection system. It also has sensors to avoid obstacles. The prototype was
tested with 62 people in order to evaluate the wheelchair control. A BCI is designed by Carrillo to
control a wheelchair using SSVEP. The orientation of the wheelchair depends on the directions in
which the user wants to move. It requires a certain level of concentration to operate this system, as not
everyone who tested the system was able to control the wheelchair. It does not come with another
means of control [17]. A wheelchair is designed and built by Lasluisa [18] that operates with EEG,
using an interface elaborated in LabVIEWTM and the controller in Arduino. It has three operation
modes: through gestures, cognitive mode and gyroscope mode. It has sensors for obstacle detection.
It is a hybrid system as it involves a BCI and a navigation system. A BCI is designed by Pinos et al. [19]
that takes signals from cognitive responses. The system used “mu” rhythms, which are the result
of motor responses. The user must be trained to use this interface since it requires a certain level of
concentration; the interface is developed in LabVIEWTM and does not require other instrumentation
for the control of the wheelchair. A control strategy is implemented by Chen et al. [20], using EEG
signals, which manipulates a robotic arm incorporated into the wheelchair. The wheelchair has eight
photoelectric sensors which detect movement by detecting the movement of arms and legs. In addition,
the wheelchair has an implicit robotic arm for object manipulation.

A system is implemented by Su et al. [21], which acquires the EEG signals and transmits them
via Bluetooth to MATLAB® and a GUI collects the data and compares the images of the acquired
EEG signals with images previously stored in the computer. The data collection generates a data rate,
which is processed and converted into the chair’s control actions by means of thresholds. A method of
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task classification using somatosensory evoked potentials is developed by Kim and Lee, for the control
of a prototype wheelchair by BCI. It uses the Fourier transform, filtering and spatial patterns for data
extraction. It does not require any other type of instrumentation; therefore, it is a system that only
involves a BCI [22]. A prototype that uses a Raspicam sensor for obstacle detection, an IMU and a
speed control in steep areas are integrated with bio-signals to control the chair which is described
in Turnip et al. [23]. The images taken by the Raspicam are binary and a classification algorithm is
used to detect obstacles, in addition to the use of EEG signals to control the wheelchair. The motors
are controlled by Raspberry Pi. When processing the image captured on Raspicam, the EEG signals
are also processed in Raspberry Pi. In addition, the chair has ultrasonic sensors integrated with the
Raspicam sensor. The system is a hybrid as it involves a BCI, an obstacle detection system and a
navigation system. In Shahin et al. [24] an HMI is implemented to control the wheelchair through EEG
with the Emotiv Epoc device, which was non-invasively placed on the head of the user. The signals
were electrically coded and were sent wirelessly to a computer to be processed and translated into the
control signals of the wheelchair. Two control systems are proposed: monomodal and multimodal.
In the monomodal control the chair is controlled through facial expressions and the multimodal control
takes advantage of all the head movements, the facial expressions and thoughts, so that users with
different types of disabilities can use the chair. The system presumes that all the inbound signals of the
Emotiv Epoc have the same weight and are combined using the simple sum-rule fusion technique.
A GUI is implemented to manipulate both types of controls. A multimodal system was developed by
Borges et al. [25] which has a virtual environment which trains users of electric-powered wheelchairs to
handle them through sEMG, EEG and EOG signals. The algorithm has its basis on the use of thresholds
and sEMG signals avoid false peak detections. Additionally, the use of neural networks is involved in
order to recognise blinking. EEG signals use SSVEP. Finally, ref. [26] designs a wall tracking control for
the movement of a wheelchair. The control is based on Lyapunov’s method and the control is of an
adaptive type. This type of control is carried out by means of a BCI. In this case, a kinematic model is
established for the wheelchair where linear and angular speed are taken into account.

3.2.2. Systems Which Implement Micro-Electromechanical Sensors (MEMS)

Micro-electromechanical sensors are placed on the body or on the wheelchair in both categories.
Table 5 mentions the articles which carry out said implementation in a non-invasive way on certain
parts of the body and those that use MEMS in the instrumentation of the wheelchair. However, in this
sub-division the ones that stand out are those whose main function lies in non-invasive implementation
on the body for the control of the wheelchair.

Table 5. Instrumentation and control strategies for MEMS technology.

Instrumentation Control Systems References

3-axis MEMS sensors, computer. Bayes method and, linear and rotational control [52]

Orientation and ultrasonic sensors, microcontroller. Angle thresholding is carried out through Euler
angles. PID control. [53]

ADXL330, Rx and Tx system, computer. Data reception and transmission system. It receives
signals from the head and hands. [54]

ADXL345, Arduino, XBee Series, Battery. PID control to stabilize the system and maintain the
range of angular values. [55]

Piezoresistive sensores, 3D-MEMS sensors, WiFi
module, computer, data acquisition card (DAQ).

The controller receives ECG signals from
piezoresistive sensors, processed in LabVIEWTM

through the Hilbert algorithm.
[56]

Tilt sensor module, microprocessor, wheelchair. The controller receives signals and a multiplexor
selects them to operate the motors. [57]

Capacitive sensors, computer. Wavelet estimator and convolutional neural
networks (CNN). [58]

MEMS 3D sensors, ultrasonic, Bluetooth module,
driver and motors. Data thresholding. [59]

MPU6050, solar panel, Arduino, ultrasonic sensors. Data thresholding. [60]

IMU, Arduino, computer. Euclidean and Mahalanobis distance classifier.
Artificial neural networks. [61]
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Table 5. Cont.

Instrumentation Control Systems References

Infrared and inertial sensors, joystick,
microcontroller, WiFi module. Data thresholding. [62]

Orientation sensors, voice recognition module,
microcontroller, and LCD. Orientation control and voice. [37]

Stereo camera, GUI, computer. Finite state machine. [27]
Camera, motion sensors, computer, wheelchair. Orientation control [28]

Laser sensor, Kinect, and sEMG signals, computer
and wheelchair. PID control and processing of sEMG signals. [63]

Controllers Based on Hand Movements

By looking at the MEMS sensors used for automatic wheelchair control, a hand movement control
system using MEMS is designed by Lu in [52]. The system is conditioned to obtain the control signals.
By recognising the gesture using Bayes’ method, a control command is sent to the wheelchair that
translates a movement or change in speed of the chair. The control of the wheelchair is based on
the linear and rotational speed of the wheelchair. The movement of the chair is right, left, back,
forward, and stop. A control system is developed by Ruzaij et.al, using MEMS sensors in the user’s
hand. It has a PID control developed in MATLAB® and a microcontroller to drive the prototype [53].
An automated system for controlling chair rotation through head and hand movements is described in.
It uses ADXL330 sensors with low power voltage signals. It also has an obstacle detection system [54].
A control system is developed by Kaur and Vashist, using MEMS sensors in the user’s hand. It has a
PID control developed in MATLAB® and a microcontroller to drive the prototype. It has no other
type of instrumentation, so it is typical of this classification in MEMS sensors [55]. On the other hand,
a control is developed by Postolache et al. [56], that monitors the physiological stress parameters and
the movement activity of the wheelchair. A mobile application is made, in addition to the sensors
imposed on a fibre which can be washed and reused.

Controllers Based on Head Movements

In Chen et al. [57] a system is developed that collects signals from tilt sensors located on the
user’s head which are amplified and processed. They are then processed by a controller and drive the
wheelchair in all four directions. A head movement recognition system is proposed by Dobrea et al. [58]
to control the wheelchair. This system is proposed to be used by people with quadriplegia. The system’s
sensors are of the capacitive type and are located in a tie. The system receives and processes signals
through feature extraction, signal classification and uses artificial intelligence in this classification.

A communication system for operating the wheelchair is also designed in Kader et al. [59].
The system uses tilt sensors located on the user’s head, as well as wireless modules for the transmission
and reception of information. The system distinguishes the distance of nearby obstacles and has
ranges to operate the chair if it detects them. The range of distances is determined by the designer
of the algorithm. In Dey et al. [60] a control system is implemented by means of head movement for
the mobility of the chair. The system is initialised and must identify a specific movement to drive
the wheelchair. A control system is developed by Marins et al. [61], that captures head movements
by means of an IMU and a microcontroller takes these signals to drive the motors according to
the information received. The classification of the data is done using MATLAB®. An interface is
implemented by Gomes et al. [62] that uses inertial sensors placed on the head to steer the wheelchair,
in addition to controlling the speed of the wheelchair. The chair has infrared sensors for obstacle
detection, making the system a hybrid, as it implements MEMS sensors and an obstacle detection
system. Moreover, in Ruzaij et al. [37] a voice recognition control system is described which can be
used for people over 65, people with quadriplegia or other types of physical disabilities. It has MEMS
inertial sensors located on the person’s head for wheelchair mobility. The system is a hybrid as it has
MEMS sensors and a navigation system.
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The references in this section involve the movement of the head, but not the use of MEMS sensors.
A system is designed by Yoda et al. [27] which uses head movements to control the wheelchair, and a
graphic interface is used to interact with the user. Within the instrumentation of the chair there
is a stereo camera and, a system that processes data. This system uses an algorithm to detect the
orientation of the head and the estimated angle. The information is processed through a state machine.
Manta et al. [28] propose a command interface based on the movement of the head for the control
of the wheelchair, at the same time that it recognises the speed of the execution of said movements
to be drawn in a 3D plan and avoid collisions. Rohmer et al. [63] present an automatic control for
wheelchairs that involves sEMG signals along with a laser sensor which projects on the ground the
direction the wheelchair should go. It also has a Kinect sensor which determines if the chair can
complete that action. sEMG signals validate the route and a PID control is used in order to activate
the motors.

3.2.3. Surface Electromyography (sEMG) and Electro-Oculography (EOG)

Muscular impulses are analysed through a technique denominated sEMG and ocular movements
through EOG. These techniques can be useful to carry out actions which the user requires for the
control of a wheelchair. Table 6 indicates the instrumentation and control strategies implemented in
each article which uses controllers based on signals or body movements.

Table 6. Instrumentation and control strategies implemented for signals or body movements.

Instrumentation Control Systems References

Infrared and ultrasonic sensors, microcontroller.
Infrared sensors are placed on a pair of glasses the patient is

wearing and if they open or close their eyes, in a certain
order, this executes an action in the wheelchair.

[66]

EOG electrodes, RF transmitter and receiver,
Encoder, Decoder, ultrasonic sensors. PID control and EOG signal processing. [67]

Video camera, computer. Wavelet transform and, Adaboost and Haar algorithm.
Control through neural networks. [29]

Video camera, controller. Image processing using Hough transformation. [30]
Camera, Raspberry Pi, computer, arduino. Image processing on a bidimensional plane. [31]

sEMG signals, controller, wheelchair. Processing and thresholding signals. [68]

EMG signals, encoder, wheelchair. The signals are processed through the square root and
normalisation. Angular and linear velocity control. [69]

sEMG signals, computer, wheelchair. Signal normalisation and, angular and linear
velocity control. [70]

Kinect sensor and sEMG signals, wheelchair. sEMG signals control the wheelchair using hand movements
and the Kinect sensor is a security system. [71]

IMU, computer. Neural networks to control the wheelchair and use of IMU. [72]

sEMG signals, computer, virtual wheelchair. Spectrum addition to process sEMG signals and a
peak detector. [73]

Controllers Which Implement EOG

A control technique is proposed by Challagundla et al. [66] using low intensity infrared (IR)
radiation to the eyes and the voltage generated by the sensors depends on the movement of the eyelid.
The opening or closing of the eye determines the forward or backward movements of the wheelchair,
while lateral movements translate the direction in which the wheelchair should go. The eye gesture
control was designed by Pingali et al. [67] and implemented using EOG. The design has an integrated
control module that processes the bioelectric signals generated by eye movements. In addition, a PID
controller is implemented to stabilise the system. A proof of concept was carried out by verifying the
movement of the chair with the movement of the eyeball. A control based on eye movement is designed
by Pangestu et al. [29] A neural network is implemented to learn to recognise the state or characteristics
of the eye based on a bank of photos of eyes in different open and closed positions. The Viola-Jones
algorithm for face and eye detection is implemented. The method is effective and does not require
any other type of instrumentation for its execution. A learning mechanism is described by Rajesh
and Mantur [30] that makes the system use EOG to control the chair. A training method is used for
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movement recognition using neural networks that differentiates the eye’s own characteristics, which are
recorded with a camera. With regard to Wanluk et al. [31], the system describes 4 modules which
include an image processing module, a wheelchair control module, another one for the monitoring
of messages, and a last one for the control of household appliances. The wheelchair moves in the
direction that the eye moves in. PLC offers more reliability, processing power and easy access to the
different Input/Output functions. First, the joystick or tactile port are chosen, so as to determine the
input data. Then, there is a choice to be made between directional or rotational control, and a PWM is
generated to control the motors.

Controllers Which Implement sEMG

In addition, a joystick control system enhanced with sEMGs placed on the shoulder is implemented
in Hardiansyah et al. [68]. These signals are conditioned so that they can operate the wheelchair.
The system does not require any other type of instrumentation for the execution of the controller.
A control scheme specifically for use by persons with quadriplegia is presented in Jang et al. [69].
The muscles of the face are what are used, which generate control signals for the movement of the
chair. It is a hybrid system, as it has an obstacle detection system. Furthermore, Jang et al. [70] is
the predecessor of Jang et al. [69]; as it describes the kinematic model and control method for the
wheelchair through the use of a myoelectric computer interface (MCI) that controls the speed and
direction of the chair. On the other hand, Küçükyildiz et al. [71] describes the control of a wheelchair
using sEMG. The processing was done in MATLAB® and has a Kinect device for the navigation of the
chair; depth samples are processed and obstacles are avoided.

The EMG’s characteristics not only serve to control the wheelchair, but also indicate characteristics
of the patient when performing physical effort, as indicated in Fortune et al. [72], which uses inertial
sensors on the chest and shoulders to verify the physical effort made by the patient when moving in
a wheelchair. Neural networks are used to analyse the signals from the sensors. Another feature is
the development of a virtual wheelchair prototype controller through sEMG for those who have only
operated the chair via joystick. The development is done by means of a virtual simulator and a server
for data transmission [73].

3.2.4. Other Types of Instrumentation

A human-machine interface uses elements that can interact with the user, such as tactile screens,
voice recognition systems, among others. In this sub-division, the HMI implemented for the automatic
movement of the wheelchair is delved into. Table 7 indicates the instrumentation and control strategies
implemented in each article that uses controllers based on other types of instrumentation.

Table 7. Other types of instrumentation and control strategies.

Instrumentation Control Systems References

Wheelchair, motors, ascending-descending stairs
system. Modular Fuzzy control using PD-fuzzy logic controller. [90]

EOG and EEG signals, computer, wheelchair.
Voice recognition and BCI through signal and visual image

processing. Simultaneous localization and mapping
(monocular SLAM) algorithm.

[38]

EEG headset, Arduino, Bluetooth module, voice
module.

The interface permits the selection of the operation mode of
the chair and the signals are processed in the program. [39]

Microphone, microcontroller, driver, motors. Voice command control. [40]
voice module, conditioning, and motors. Voice control and key control [41]

Joystick, PLC, smartphone, router, wheelchair.
The system receives signals from a screen or joystick,

and they are processed and received by the PLC, taking into
account changes in direction and rotation

[47]

GSM module, ultrasonic sensors, WiFi module,
touch screen, prototype. Position control which avoids obstacles. [48]

Voice module, ultrasonic sensors, Arduino. Voice command control to direct the chair. Security control. [42]
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Table 7. Cont.

Instrumentation Control Systems References

Voice module, GPS module, IR sensors, prototype. Voice command control in the speaker dependent mode. [43]
Joystick, computer, wheelchair. Neural networks and an interface to process information. [49]

Joystick, encoder, microcontroller, wheelchair. Adaptive velocity control. [82]
Joystick, driver, motors, prototype. Velocity control. [83]
Computer, actuators, wheelchair. Position and velocity control. [97]

For example, a system to go up and down the stairs with a wheelchair is designed by Tokhi et al. [90].
The design of the system requires three main actuators, a pair of motors for the wheels, and another one
for the position of the seat. The control was carried out through fuzzy logic and allows the exchange of
wheels. At the same time, Karpov et al. [38] designs a multimodal control for a wheelchair which can
be used by any user. The user can enter a different signal for the movement of the chair, for example
their voice, BCI, manual signals, or ocular movement, which converts it to a hybrid system, in which
the wheelchair is instrumented in order to control the movements and has a camera for the detection of
ocular movement. A semiotic model processes the sensorial data and plans the actions as a sequence of
tasks for the control system. It uses neuronal networks for the BCI. At the same time, Boucha et al. [39]
develops a control through the recognition of voice patterns and EEG. Control through EEG requires
concentration and is carried out using Emotiv Epoc. Voice control is done in real time using the hidden
Markov model (HMM). In addition, the control is conducted using relays: two circuits, one for the
house, given that the system allows the control of household electronic devices, such as the turning on
and off of lights and televisions; and one for the wheelchair, that is, to control it. A voice recognition
system is implemented by Ruzaij and Poonguzhali with a tactile interface. The main advantage of
this work is its low cost. A liquid crystal screen (LCS) alerts the user about excess of noise in a certain
place in case the person cannot hear or understand the commands, and it also has ultrasonic sensors to
detect obstacles [40].

A system is developed by Wang et al. [41] that changes the posture of the patient when sitting on
the wheelchair, by the recognition of voice commands. The main objective of this project is the design
and implementation of the control system of a voice operated wheelchair which can be adjusted into
sitting, standing, and fully reclining position. An HMI is described by Gulpanich et al. [47] which
wirelessly communicates, accessing through an application in a smartphone, for the convenience of the
people who use it, as it regulates the direction and the speed of the wheelchair. There is control using a
traditional joystick and the design of a Programmable Logical Controller (PLC) based on the integration
of IoT (internet of things) for the interface and control of the wheelchair. A wireless multifunctional
system is described by Makwana and Tandon which uses a tactile screen and is programmed through a
microcontroller. The chair has ultrasonic sensors to avoid obstacles and a tactile screen which receives
commands for the chair to operate [48]. In Umchid et al. [42] a voice recognition module compares the
user’s voice with commands that were previously recorded. This system has ultrasonic sensors for the
detection of obstacles. The system is controlled with a microcontroller which is the main unit of the
wheelchair. It receives signals from the voice module and the ultrasonic sensors, and sends the control
action to the relay module for the conditioning of the motors. Aktar et al. [43] present the design of a
voice recognition system which identifies the commands received through a wi-fi module to control the
wheelchair. The location of the chair can be obtained because it has a GPS which sends the information
to a mobile application through Firebase, which is a platform for the development of web and mobile
applications. This is a hybrid system because it relates an HMI with the detection of obstacles and
a navigation system. At the same time, Aktar et al. [49] presents a system for people with physical
disabilities which is controlled by a joystick. Clearesta et al. [82] implement a wheelchair control that
regulates the speed and direction of the chair. It is an adaptive control that adds Lyapunov stability
criteria. It uses a joystick as the input command. Matsuo and Barolli [83] describe the development
of an omnidirectional wheelchair prototype, but it does not have an obstacle detection system and,
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therefore, it constantly collides with things. Finally, Cho et al. [97] describe a control for the posture of
the wheelchair that has a pendular mechanism, as well as a detector of the user’s angle and posture.

3.3. Instrumentation Incorporated in the Wheelchair

Instrumentation on the wheelchair involves a sensor which is placed on it for its mobility in open
and closed spaces. This category is composed of three broad branches regarding instrumentation,
which are: obstacle detection, artificial vision, and wheelchair navigation. This sub-division will
be delved into based on the revision of the documents which discuss the topic of automatic
wheelchair control.

3.3.1. Obstacle Detection

Table 8 shows the instrumentation and control strategies implemented in each article that uses
controllers based on obstacle detection.

Table 8. Instrumentation and control strategies for obstacle detection.

Instrumentation Control Systems References

Ultrasonic sensors, computer, wheelchair. Control to avoid obstacles through odometry. Speed control. [74]

Camera, GPS module, computer, wheelchair. Rotational velocity control and use of nodes and databases
to operate the wheelchair. [32]

Laser sensor, GPS module, accelerometer, Arduino. Barrier detector system analysing the rotation of the wheels. [75]
Ultrasonic sensors, encoder, computer. Fuzzy logic control to avoid obstacles. [76]

Laser camera, computer. Conic coefficients for the processing of images and
determining of distance [33]

Ultrasonic sensors, encoder. Extended Kalman filter for sensor signal treatment. [77]

To begin, obstacle detection is vital for the full functioning of the wheelchair, thus, in this
sub-division the systems whose main component is obstacle detection will be analysed in depth.
Zhang et al. [74] describe a system that aids in going up stairs using the wheelchair and avoid
collisions when the chair is being used in complex environments. The control strategy includes
ultrasonic sensors and an input command, and the system is based on the virtual force field principle.
It includes an encoder to measure the speed at which the chair moves and a joystick for its basic control.
Sumida et al. [32] develop a navigation system which is based on the collection of data about its
environment in order to be able to trace routes, using a GPS, which is safe and indicates to the person
where they have to go. The system implements the Dijkstra algorithm, which finds routes which have
the lowest cost among the nodes, which are assigned at a certain constant distance. Taniue et al. [75]
present a system that detects barriers for wheelchairs, such as differences in the level or holes in the
trajectory. The system remembers where the obstacle is and draws it on a digital map. Lee et al. [76]
describe the development of a control with fuzzy logic for the monitoring of walls for a wheelchair
that can avoid obstacles. The fuzzy logic control has 16 rules. Four ultrasonic sensors are placed on
the wheelchair to send signals to the controller and be able to perform actions. The characteristics are
designed based on the distance sensors. For their part, Natraj et al. [33] describe a real-time system
with a laser camera which discerns obstacles at a certain distance. The image is processed and conic
coefficients are used which measure the distance. Finally, Maatoug et al. [77] show a fuzzy logic control
technique which uses multiple sensors as input signals. The objective is to track down the wheelchair
using Kalman filters. A cinematic model of the wheelchair is determined and it independently controls
the position and the orientation of the wheelchair.

3.3.2. Artificial Vision

In the health area, specifically in the case of technical aids, artificial vision has been implemented
with the objective of capturing images of the environment and processing them, in order to help the
user to move around a certain place, whether it is open or closed. The first part of this subsection refers
to the digital image processing techniques with “Field Programmable Gate Array” (FPGA), and the
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second part with an image or video camera, and other sensors, such as Microsoft Kinect. Table 9
indicates the instrumentation and control strategies implemented in each article which uses controllers
based on digital image processing.

Table 9. Instrumentation and control strategies for artificial vision.

Instrumentation Control Systems References

Video camera, FPGA. SURF detector. Computer vision algorithms. [94]
FPGA, wheelchair. Navigation control. [87]

Voice module, IR sensors,
LabVIEWTM, FPGA.

Voice control commands to activate the chair and detect
obstacles through IR sensors. [44]

Kinect, computer, wheelchair. Triangulation method, proximity, motion recognition,
gesture recognition and scene analysis. Position control. [88]

PixyCMUcam5, ultrasonic sensors, microcontroller,
transaxle motor.

Colour tracking technique. Image processing and obstacle
detection system. [98]

Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) c, gyroscope, encoder, laser,
wheelchair.

Extended Kalman Filter, SURF algorithm. Fuzzy logic
control and obstacle avoidance. [95]

Webcam, ultrasonic sensors, DSP processor,
computer. Adaboost algorithm. Thresholding control. [64]

Touch screen, DAQ, encoder, wheelchair. PID control for rotational velocity and position. [50]

Camera, computer, wheelchair. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). Object
segmentation and detection. [34]

Stereo camera, computer, wheelchair. Image processing to follow the legs of a companion. [78]

Digital Image Processing Through FPGA

Delving into the topic, Zhao et al. [94] develop an object detection system by using a FPGA.
The system implements an algorithm for the detection of key points in each video sample. A specific
use of wheelchair navigation through FPGA is seen in Megalingam et al. [87] which implements a
system based on FPGA that detects the floor of the user’s house and compares the squares of the floor,
thus, calculating the movement the user has to make. MATLAB® is involved in the implementation of
the system. Each square is considered as an origin and destination. If a specific route is entered in the
GUI, the wheelchair moves until it reaches the destination square. Obstacle detection is carried out
by identifying objects and collecting images in a memory. Kathirvelan et al. [44] develop a control
system for wheelchairs through LabVIEWTM and FPGA which integrates ultrasonic sensors for obstacle
detection. LabVIEWTM is in charge of processing voice commands. The system is combined with an
FPGA for the control and monitoring of the system modules. The main feature of the system is its
low cost.

Cameras or Optical Sensors with Different Characteristics

In Chang et al. [88] the user’s hands are recognised. The chair moves by means of sensors placed
on the ceiling so that it can make the journey. Other methods, such as that used by Ahmad et al. [98]
for the use of artificial vision in mobility using wheelchairs, describe a colour tracking technique.
A system is developed by Wu et al. [95] where multi-sensorial data is used to track a companion.
Maps are constructed and the person is searched for based on a laser range and inertial sensors.
The recognition of the person is done by a Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera. The system has a physical
wheelchair, the PTZ camera, an encoder sensor to measure the speed of the chair, a gyroscope, a touch
panel and laser sensors for obstacle detection. A visual recognition controller for head movements
using a digital signal processor (DSP) and a computer is designed and implemented in Jia et al. [64].
The wheelchair has six ultrasonic sensors, a joystick and a Webcam Pro. The Adaboost algorithm for
face detection is implemented and runs in real time. A method is developed by Solea et al. [50] that
translates the position of the head into a direction to control the wheelchair. It has a video camera,
encoder, touch screen, data acquisition board (DAQ), power circuit and the wheelchair. This system
implements a PID controller for the execution of the system and uses Kalman filters to be able to read
the signals accurately. A method is implemented by Couceiro et al. [34] where optic flow vectors are
used, placed in the visual field of the camera located on the legs of the user. The wheelchair follows the
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movement the leg indicates through images captured by the camera. The relative speed is calculated
based on the processing of the image. Finally, Motokucho and Oda [78] develop a type of control
that adapts to the environment by detecting objects and asking the user what kind of objects they are.
A stereo camera is used for object recognition. Neural networks are implemented for this recognition.
The control determines which object can be an obstacle to the chair and indicates the wheelchair’s
movement intentions by means of an interface.

3.3.3. Wheelchair Navigation

Wheelchair navigation involves different techniques, in which communication systems are used
for wheelchair mobility such as GPS modules, GSM, improvements in the use of joysticks, tracking
control, use of touch screens, among others. Table 10 shows instrumentation and control strategies
implemented in each article that uses controllers based on wheelchair navigation.

Table 10. Instrumentation and control strategies for wheelchair navigation.

Instrumentation Control Systems References

Joystick, laser sensor, wheelchair. Line control tracking. [84]

Computer, wheelchair. Map estimation of the companion’s position [85]

GSM module, WiFi module, IR sensors, Arduino,
wheelchair. Control through touch and security screen. [89]

Computer, wheelchair. PI motion control. [86]
Computer, wheelchair. Tracking control and wheelchair rotation. [99]

Trackball sensor, ultrasonic sensors, computer,
wheelchair. PID motion control. [93]

Voice modules, ultrasonic sensors, microcontroller,
LCD, prototype. Voice control through commands. [51]

Laser sensors, computer, LabVIEWTM. Locomotion and posture control. PI and PD control. [91]
Camera, ultrasonic sensors, computer, wheelchair,

bed. Position control and obstacle avoidance. [96]

Joystick, computer, wheelchair Neural networks and LabVIEWTM. [92]

Camera, computer, wheelchair. HAAR Cascade Algorithm, image processing and path
planning. [35]

Joystick, computer, wheelchair. Vector Field Histogram (VHF) algorithm, fuzzy logic control
in LabVIEWTM. [45]

Computer, wheelchair. Predictive tracking model and transverse feedback
linearization. [46]

LED matrix, cameras. Image processing and classification. [79]
Computer, wheelchair. Fuzzy logic control. [80]

Laser sensors and joystick, computer, wheelchair. Position control. [81]

Laser sensors, computer, wheelchair. Virtual environment elaborated in MATLAB® to execute
actions in case of obstacles.

[36]

Linear and Hybrid Control

To begin with, Chen and Agrawal designed a system that follows a line by using the joystick in a
closed-loop control. The training protocol is included in three groups. Control (CT), which receives
no force feedback; AF, which uses assistive training when necessary; and RF with repelling forces.
The system is implemented with a laser sensor, which follows a line that is located on the ground,
it must be predefined for the wheelchair to follow that route and the joystick handles the tracking
error [84]. On the other hand, a control is implemented by Sato et al. [85], in which several wheelchairs
move due to the tracking of a companion. The system uses a map to estimate the position of the
companion. In small spaces, the chairs are lined up behind the companion. A system was developed
by Makwana et al. [89] which sends messages via GSM, the detection of obstacles and the monitoring
of heart beats. The data collected from the monitoring is sent via WiFi so that an expert in the area is
monitoring the user. In addition, the location of the person is sent by means of longitude and latitude.
A robust control is implemented by Feng et al. [86] which takes into account the torque generated
by the wheelchair and feeds it to the controller. This is a proportional-integral (PI) control designed
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in MATLAB® and is simulated to observe the response of the controller. Park et al. [99] describe a
basic control system based on the propulsion and rotation model of the wheelchair, and it also has a
method of distributing the torque of the wheelchair. The control can be adjusted depending on the
sensitivity coefficients of the joystick. A trackball joystick for wheelchair control, an LED matrix and a
camera are implemented by Sreejith et al. [93]. The chair is guided by the flashing pattern, which is
recognised by the camera installed on the wheelchair. An intelligent navigation system is proposed
by Sivakumar et al. [51]. The system operates manually or automatically. When a voice command is
recognized, the chair follows the route that has been pre-established. In addition, Chocoteco et al. [91]
designed a system to ascend the stairs with a wheelchair using distance sensors. The posture and
locomotion control is executed in LabVIEWTM together with a PI and PD control. In Liang et al. [96],
describe a system in which a wheelchair and a bed interact, as it has a reference point for the wheelchair
to reach and the intelligent bed to approach so that the patient can be accommodated without the aid
of a companion.

Adaptative, Predictive and Intelligent Control

In Rabhi et al. [92] describes a modified design of the traditional joystick, which is based on
the training of a neural network that is connected to the output of the joystick. The interface is
made in LabVIEWTM. The neural network receives the input signal from the joystick and creates
suitable signals for the motors. The signal has an acceleration and rotational movement reference.
The user makes predefined paths to observe the error when training the network. On the other
hand, Puanhvuan et al. [35] describe the control of a wheelchair through eye movements. It takes
5 s for the eye calibration, enabling the system. The system has an odometer, a laser scanner and a
3D camera. A navigation map is made for the house and the system can be controlled manually or
automatically. A wheelchair navigation system is presented by Rhabi et al. [45] in environments with
obstacles and exposed to random situations. A controller with fuzzy logic is created, which takes
into account changes in the environment in which the wheelchair is located. A predictive model
for the tracking controller for a wheelchair route is presented in Nguyen et al. [46]. The route has a
linear treatment in which state variables are evaluated for the design of the controller. The control
technique is a predictive model and its evaluation when implemented indicates that on circular routes
the control responds correctly, however, on random routes, the control has a response time greater than
4 s. A communication system is developed by Tsunoda et al. [79] between an external environment
and the wheelchair by means of visible light. An LED matrix and two cameras use bi-directional
communication. The image is processed by subtracting and making the image binary, which indicates
the movement of the wheelchair. In addition, ref. [80] features a wheelchair transformation system
developed in SimWise, Simulink, and MATLAB® scripts. The system implements a fuzzy logic
controller. Ohtsuka et al. [81] describe a method that uses laser sensors and a joystick in order to
control the position of the wheelchair. Finally, a virtual environment was developed by Qassim and
Lakany [36], where a map is created through laser sensors for training and executing actions in case
obstacles are found.

4. Discussion

The review of the literature is focused on the research into the instrumentation and control systems
of wheelchairs. The development of the control systems taken into account for the study was carried
out between 2012 and 2019. The two categories classify the instrumentation applied to the wheelchair
and its user. The review includes 92 articles, two postgraduate theses, one book and two review articles
regarding wheelchair control.

The book mentions the devices for the mobility of and manipulation for people with reduced
capacities, mentioning assistive tools, such as wheelchairs and walkers, describing the interfaces
that use EEG, EOG, video-oculography (VOG), EMG, pressure signals and head movements through
IMU [65]. Additionally, in [100] a survey is conducted on the topic of human-machine interactions for
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the control of a wheelchair. It also designs an interface based on facial expressions, which implements
Viola Jones’ algorithm for the detection of faces. Another algorithm is used for the detection of
the eyes and blinking. Concerning the systematic review carried out [101], the book broadens the
outlook with regard to the control systems implemented between 2004 and 2016, as expressed by
the authors, to continue expanding the review on the topic. Consequently, the review indicates that
from the categories arise multiple systems and that the authors make an effort to solve daily problems
that people with physical disabilities are faced with. The control methods are numerous and it is
not possible to define one specific type of control for each area or one that depends directly on the
type of sensors used, without excluding that every control system should have a model or transfer
function which defines the input and output characteristics of the system for the correct execution of
the controller.

Based on the revision presented in this article, it is observed that the most frequent input methods
used were: EEG signals through the use of a BCI interface, with 21 articles that presented this type of
design, followed by 13 articles that used video cameras to control distance or capture the movement of
the body parts of the user to operate the wheelchair. There were 12 articles that used controllers based
on the head movement of the user, mostly benefitting users with disabilities in upper and lower limbs.
Also, 10 articles used voice recognition systems and 10 articles used or improved a joystick for people
with a disability in the lower limbs. In addition, the controllers most used to operate wheelchairs were
obstacle detection algorithms, reported in 32 articles. Also, 11 articles implemented position controllers
and eight velocity controllers. Regarding voice command controllers, there were eight articles and 11
that used controllers through signal thresholding.

4.1. Discussion on Instrumentation Non-Invasively Placed on the User

Non-invasive methods refer to the instrumentation placed on the user’s body for the control
of the wheelchair. The cost is low, but it depends on the technique used for capturing body signals.
For example, BCI systems require electrodes for the capturing of EEG signals, which are expensive
and the extraction is complex as, due to their nature, they require the filtering and amplification of
the signals. However, they are very useful for people who suffer from a disability in their lower and
upper limbs.

For their part, MEMS are easy to place on the user’s body due to their physical characteristics,
however, the control system should have special care with the calibrations of said sensors. There are
8 articles related to MEMS, but they are less frequently found in comparison to articles that implement
BCI. The reason for this may be the increase, in recent years, in the number of interfaces which interact
with the person through sensors non-invasively placed on the user’s body.

Concerning the types of sensors which extract body characteristics, those that collect EOG signals
can be mentioned. They are useful for people with no mobility in their lower and upper limbs. In this
type of systems, it is important to define if they are active or not, given that the user should know
when they are operating the system using body movements and when a natural action which does
not interfere with the control of the wheelchair is being executed. These signals also present the
characteristic of previous conditioning due to their nature.

Voice recognition systems are based on commands recognised by the controller and that are
associated with a control action of the wheelchair. Nonetheless, they should be activated though an
interface, in order to know if the controller is active or not.

The types of HMI should be separated from other types of control because of the interaction they
have with the user. Thus, HMI normally presents a system which is inherent to the sense organs of
the person. For this, the graphic interfaces which are described in these articles should be designed
for users with specific characteristics, given that not all wheelchairs are generic, that is, each designer
develops their system thinking about the needs of a type of user and the pathologies or disabilities
they have.
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In the same way, the design of controllers not only focuses on the mobility of the wheelchair
but also on the user’s comfort, the situations of risk they must be faced with, and the person’s
environment. Said controllers can be suitable, depending on the characteristics of the user, the processing
characteristics and the elements used to execute the controller, and the cost of the designs. Below,
a comparison is presented of the characteristics mentioned in the articles with the more frequent control
strategies that were dealt with in this investigation.

4.1.1. Characteristics of the User

The designs created for specific users guarantee the full functioning of the controller, as well as the
prior training to operate the wheelchair through thoughts or emotions. However, the manufacturing
of generic controllers may present flaws, as indicated in Ng et al. [16] and Carrillo et al. [17], where the
participation of 60 individuals indicates that the control did not work for most of the participants.
Conversely, concerning MEMS sensors, the characteristics of the user are not as important as they are
in the case of BCI, given that the sensors acquire movement signals which any user can generate. Yet,
the user does require previous training to learn about the angles of movement of the head or hands.
In the case of sEMG and EOG, as reported in some articles in this review, the characteristics of the
user were not mentioned as the testing of the controller with a considerable number of participants
is not described. Still, the physical characteristics of the user can be a determining factor for the
implementation of these methods.

4.1.2. Processing Characteristics and Design Computational Cost

The computational cost is high when the controllers involve processing algorithms for EEG signals,
as indicated in [7–12,15–17,21,22] and robust controls such as fuzzy logic and adaptive controllers,
and the use of neural networks [6,11,18,23,25]. The computational cost is reduced when classic
controllers are implemented, as is the case of the designs in [6,10,14,15,25]. With regard to controllers
which involve MEMS or cameras to detect movement, ref. [52,56,58,61] have a higher computational
cost, due to the implementation of algorithms and neural networks, but the controllers based on
thresholds present in the MEMS category have a lower computational cost. The computational expense
in controllers which involve sEMG and EOG was higher in articles [29,69,72]. The rest of the controllers
involve thresholds for the control and use of PID controllers.

As per the above, the controllers developed with input methods based on the user depend on the
user’s characteristics and the degree of mobility of the lower and/or upper limbs. They can also be
implemented depending on the tools the designer has, such as the type of processor or microcontroller
and the processing capacity. This review presents a wide variety of methods, algorithms, classic and
robust controllers. The technological development has involved the use of artificial intelligence to
predict behaviour, teach the system to make decisions through the use of neural networks, among others.

4.2. Discussion on Wheelchair Instrumentation

Obstacle detection and collision avoidance systems constitute a fundamental element in the
design of a controller for a wheelchair, given that what is most important is the life and good health
of the user. Hence, the system should always protect the person using the wheelchair. Detection
systems are based on the use of sensors that measure distance or that receive signals from the
external world about the presence of unknown objects. For this reason, this classification is made,
knowing that the authors not only use sensors as a preventive measure but also as reference signals for
the control of the wheelchairs. Artificial vision is an area openly explored in recent years, however,
it requires considerable computational costs due to the resources used for the processing of the images.
Additionally, the user needs this processing to be carried out in real time. For this, the use of FPGA
is more common because it conducts parallel tasks which make processes significantly more agile.
Although an FPGA can solve the problem, sometimes a more robust processor is required and, therefore,
some of the systems described in this area carry a computer for its execution.
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Finally, navigation systems give a general view about controllers which use communication
protocols for the sending and receiving of data from sensors and actuators. They also improve the
commercial systems of wheelchairs with a joystick or with tracking-systems for people and objects.

The articles presented in the area of instrumentation incorporated in wheelchairs mention
important characteristics in the following manner:

4.2.1. Wheelchair Instrumentation and HMI

The sensors included in this revision present information about wheelchairs, however, one of the
principal motives is to guarantee the safety of the user. To this end, ref. [6,10,11,14,16,18,20,23,32,33,36,
38,40,42–44,50,58–60,64,67,71,74–77,81,87,88] include safety systems to avoid obstacles. This indicates
that approximately 40% of the articles mention the use of algorithms with ultrasonic sensors, lasers,
infrared, cameras, among others, in order to provide security in the movement of wheelchairs and
avoid crashes. Nevertheless, those articles use another type of instrumentation to make their control
more robust. Also, there are few studies that deal with the detection of obstacles, as it would require
other types of input to control the wheelchair.

4.2.2. Computational Cost

The controllers that process images have a high computational cost, and it is for this reason that
they are developed in computers and the use of microcontrollers or small processors is not implemented.
In the case of [44,87,94], image processing is carried out using FPGA, which includes a number of
necessary resources and components for those designs. In the case of image processing in computers,
it is difficult to execute in real time and the data processing is slow due to the sequentiality of the
software. The controllers that use a classic control can be applied in smaller devices and do not require
prior training. Also, it is highlighted that the communication systems are faster if they implement
nodes, GSM networks that are not that much used at present and also Bluetooth modules.

Based on the analysis carried out previously, the controllers that use HMI are useful for people
with disabilities in the lower and upper limbs, while those systems that use wheelchair instrumentation
are mostly useful for people with little movement in their lower limbs. The controllers are efficient,
depending on the instrumentation and the processing that they use. However, the controllers designed
should have a safety system for the user, as any fall or crash could put the life of the user at risk.

Within the expectations for the future, a design of controllers is hoped for that will offer safety
in the mobility of wheelchair users, a high degree of precision in wheelchair instrumentation and
low costs, making use of the technologies and methods described in the reviewed literature. Also,
the exploration and implementation of controls in open spaces is required, as the majority of those
described in the literature were tested in closed environments or in laboratories.

5. Conclusions

The control systems developed between 2012 and 2019 include implementations which are
non-invasive for the user, delving into BCI, given that there are more works related to this topic.
Furthermore, HMI makes it more interactive and allows the system to relate to the user’s everyday life.
In addition, artificial intelligence is contributing to this field by developing interfaces that permit the
controlled system to make decisions regarding the person’s mobility. This work also contributes with
the number of participants who validate the instrumented and controlled system of the completed
wheelchair or prototype.

Taking into consideration that this article involves 97 documents in the range of dates established,
the analysis indicates that 40% of the articles use security systems to avoid obstacles, this being
a percentage that does not guarantee the safety of the patient. Besides, the most commonly used
techniques involve EEG signals, head movements, the use of cameras, controls through voice patterns,
AI techniques, classic controls, and the use of thresholds to determine actions in the motors of the
wheelchair. Among the techniques most frequently used, controls of position, velocity and acceleration
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can be found, in addition to thresholds to determine actions in the motors of the wheelchair. The authors
also involve the use of neural networks so the system learns based on input data. The selection of
a certain controller cannot be suggested given to the diversity of designs presented in this review,
which are part of different types of instrumentations. Notwithstanding, it can be affirmed that the
instrumentation with a lesser margin of error makes for a better design of controller in any area
of control theory. This article indicates that the techniques that can be implemented in users with
disabilities in their lower and upper limbs are EEG, sEMG, and EOG, and the rest of the techniques
mentioned are useful for people with disabilities in their lower limbs only.

From the point of view of the investigation, the controllers that have been developed lately involve
the use of EEG, head movement, voice commands, among others. However, not all of them have
security systems and they are mainly very expensive to manufacture. For this reason, building a
controller that involves a robust security system based on head movements using IMU is a challenge.
The implementation of these designs can improve the quality of life of people with disabilities in
lower and/or upper limbs and can be used in different conditions or spaces in order to guarantee their
adequate functioning and the mobility of the user.
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